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We investigate the microwave response of a spin transfer vortex based oscillator in a magnetic
tunnel junction with an in-plane reference layer combined with a spin valve with an out-of-plane
magnetization spin polarizing layer. The main advantage of this perpendicular spin polarizer is to
induce a large spin transfer force even at zero magnetic field, thus leading to a record emitted
power (up to 0.6 lW) associated to a very narrow spectral linewidth of a few hundreds of kHz. The
characteristics of this hybrid vortex based spin transfer nano-oscillator obtained at zero field and
room temperature are of great importance for applications based on rf spintronic devices as inteC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
grated and tunable microwave source and/or microwave detector. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4885537]
The spin transfer effect allows to generate magnetization
precessions at the microwave range in a magnetic layer by
injecting a dc current through a spin valve (SV) or a magnetic
tunnel junction (MTJ).1,2 The magnetization dynamics are
associated with the variation of the magneto-resistance, leading to an ac voltage that oscillates at the same rf frequency.3,4
These spin transfer driven dynamic effects are directly used
in nano-oscillators, also called Spin Transfer NanoOscillators (STNOs), for which the frequency can be swept
over a large frequency range (e.g., wireless telecommunication frequency range) by changing the injected dc current amplitude.5 However, for the targeted applications as future rf
devices, the spectral features of STNOs such as the emitted
power and the quality factor must be improved.6 So far, the
precessional regime associated with spin torque phenomena
usually exists only if a large external field is applied,7–10
which is detrimental for applications. In order to address
simultaneously these three crucial issues, the spin torque excitation associated to a magnetic vortex is promising.11,12 In
fact, STNOs based on a magnetic tunnel junction in which a
magnetic vortex is excited in the free magnetic layer demonstrated so far the best rf features as far as linewidth and power
of the emitted signal are concerned.13 On one hand, the largest spin transfer force has been predicted to be obtained with
a polarizer uniformly and entirely magnetized perpendicularly to the layer plane.14 However, in such case, it is anticipated that the change of magnetization in time when the
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vortex core oscillates, and the associated emitted power, is
zero.15 On the other hand, the largest magnetoresistance oscillation shall be obtained with a reference layer uniformly
in-plane magnetized, but this would not produce any sustained spin transfer induced oscillations of the vortex. In this
work, we study the emission properties measured in a hybrid
SV-MTJ system composed of a free magnetic layer being in
a vortex state that is sandwiched between a spin polarizing
layer with a perpendicular uniform magnetization and a reference layer with an in-plane uniform magnetization. This complex stacking allows us to record very large power emission
without any external magnetic field. These results represent a
breakthrough in the implementation of such MTJs in rf spintronic systems for telecommunication and detection applications, and even for the design of interacting oscillator
network in neuro-inspired processor architectures.16
The studied structures are hybrid SV-MTJ samples
grown by sputtering deposition: //Ir-Mn 9/CoFe 2.5/Ru 0.85/
CoFeB 3/CoFe 0.5/MgO 1.1/CoFe 0.5/CoFeB 1.3/NiFe
10/Co 0.6/Cu 5/[Co 0.2/Ni 0.5]10/Ta 5/Ru 5 (nm). The
nanopillar radius of R ¼ 330 nm has been chosen in order to
get a magnetic vortex as the remanent magnetic state in the
free layer (FL) (that is composed of CoFe/CoFeB/NiFe) (see
Fig. 1). The [Co/Ni] stack has its magnetization oriented
perpendicular to the plane and is labeled perpendicular spin
polarizer (PSP) as it polarizes the electron spins flowing
through the Cu spacer to the NiFe vortex layer. The bottom
Ir-Mn/CoFe/Ru/CoFeB/CoFe stack is a standard synthetic
antiferromagnet (SAF) and plays the role of the reference
layer for the MTJ thanks to the uniform in-plane magnetization of SAF CoFeB/CoFe top layers. Despite the complex
stacking of these hybrid SV-MTJs, we succeed in preserving
a large tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) of about 65% (at
10 mV) at room temperature. In order to excite a sustained
gyrotropic motion of the vortex core, we inject a dc current
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FIG. 1. (a) PSD of the hybrid MTJ vortex based oscillator emission signal at
zero magnetic field for Idc ¼ 15 mA. (b) Composition of the stacking of the
hybrid spin transfer vortex based oscillator. The PSP (red layers) within the
spin valve stack is responsible for the excitation of the vortex gyrotropic
mode at zero field in the FL (blue layers). The SAF (green layers) top layer
magnetization is fixed and allows the detection of the vortex magnetization
dynamics within the MTJ.

Idc through the structure that in our convention is positive
when electrons are flowing from the SAF to the PSP. All the
measurements were performed at room temperature.
The most important result of this study is presented in
Fig. 1 and corresponds to the measurement of the rf signal
associated to the spin transfer induced gyrotropic motion of
the vortex core obtained at zero field. Before performing
the rf measurements, the system is initialized by applying
Idc ¼ 15 mA and a large perpendicular field l0Hperp
¼ 600 mT with the aim to set the vortex core direction
and the PSP magnetization direction by the direction of the
magnetic field, and also set the vortex chirality through the
dc current induced Oersted field. The magnetic field is then
swept down to zero. The power spectral density (PSD) is
recorded with a spectrum analyzer. The peak PSD is fitted
with a Lorentzian curve and results in an integrated power
of 0.6 lW, a linewidth Df of 590 kHz, and a frequency f of
180 MHz. We emphasize that the largest emitted power is
obtained at zero field in these hybrid SV-MTJ devices.
We now focus on the evolution of these microwave
properties, i.e., frequency f, power, and linewidth Df as a
function of the applied external field l0Hperp. As shown in
Fig. 2(a), for l0Hperp between 21 and 12 mT, the rf spectrum is composed of a single peak (similar to the measurement at zero field) and the frequency varies almost linearly
with Hperp due to the field-dependent vortex stiffness.17 In
this low field range, the emitted power remains almost constant, close to its maximum value reached around
l0Hperp ¼ 0 mT (Ref. 18) and the linewidth remains close to

FIG. 2. (a) Power spectrum measured for Idc ¼ 15 mA as a function of the
external magnetic field l0Hperp. Evolution of (b) the spectral linewidth, and
of (c) the integrated power as a function of l0Hperp for Idc ¼ 15 mA.
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its minimum value between 105 kHz and 685 kHz as shown
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The linewidth minimum is not
obtained at zero field but at l0Hperp ¼ 21 mT, corresponding to an effective Q factor of about 1800 defined as Df/f
(with Df ¼ 105 kHz for f ¼ 182 MHz). For larger negative
perpendicular fields (l0Hperp  21 mT), multiple peaks are
observed associated with low emitted power of the order
of 10 nW, and large linewidth between 1 and 10 MHz
(see Fig. 2(a)).
In order to clearly understand these different emission
regimes, we investigate the associated magnetization state in
each magnetic layer with measurements of resistance versus
field at low current Idc ¼ 0.1 mA, so that the magnetic states
are not perturbed neither by the Oersted field nor by the spin
transfer forces. At large negative fields (see blue curve in
Fig. 3), both the magnetization of the FL and of the SAF top
layer are pointing downward out-of-plane corresponding to a
low resistance magnetic configuration because of the low resistance parallel-like magnetization configuration. When
sweeping l0Hperp from 700 mT to 0 mT, the resistance
increases as the in-plane components of the vortex and the
SAF magnetization increase, leading to a less parallel-like
configuration. When sweeping the field from 0 mT to 700 mT,
we detect two sharp changes of resistance that are related to
the reversal of the PSP magnetization (70 mT) and of the vortex core polarity (400 mT) and consequently different magnetic states can be obtained (see the sketches in Fig. 3). These
resistance changes are possibly due to a shift of the vortex
core position at the reversal of the PSP and/or the vortex core
polarity dipolarly interacting: these displacements lead to a
detectable variation of resistance thanks to the large TMR
ratio. By sweeping the field from large positive field to large
negative field, the symmetrical resistance behavior is
observed corresponding to a symmetrical behavior of the
magnetization state (see orange curve in Fig. 3). At low fields,
the nonlinear change of the resistance can be attributed to the
in-plane stray field associated with the SAF that interacts with

FIG. 3. Resistance versus field measurements for Idc ¼ 0.1 mA by (blue)
sweeping the field from 700 mT to 700 mT and (orange) from 700 mT to
700 mT. The sketches represent the magnetization of the SAF (green), FL
(black), and PSP (red) for increasing (blue arrow) or decreasing (orange
arrow) field. The 丣 sign corresponds to a PSP, respectively SAF configuration that favors the STT induced oscillations whereas the  sign corresponds
to a configuration where the STT over damps the vortex.
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the vortex and is beyond the scope of this Letter. To analyze
the variation of the emitted power with the perpendicular
field, it is crucial to define precisely the forces acting on the
vortex core. In order to understand the balance of forces in
the case of the hybrid SV-MTJ system, we first consider the
simple case of a Ferromagnetic (F1)/NonMagnetic (NM)/
Ferromagnetic (F2) stack that contains only one spin polarizing layer F2 and where the F1 layer has a vortex magnetization distribution. In the case where F2 is a fixed and uniform
spin polarizer, the vortex can present spin transfer induced
oscillations described by the Thiele equation.19 Its projection
into polar unit vectors gives the critical condition for Hperp
and current density JF2 to obtain sustained oscillations, which
corresponds to a counterbalance of the damping by the total
spin-transfer force14
J F2 pf0F2 ðHperp ÞpF2
z ðHperp Þ >


DðHperp Þ
j Hperp ; J F2 ;
GðHperp Þ

(1)

with p is the vortex core polarity (p ¼ 61), JF2 is the current
density (positive for electrons flowing from F1 to the spin
polarizing layer F2), G is the gyrovector norm (G > 0), D is
the linear part of the damping coefficient, f0F2 pF2
z is the spin
transfer torque efficiency coming from the spin polarizer F2
hPF2
where f0F2 ¼ p
spin =2jej is the spin transfer torque coefficient (with e is the electric charge, h is the reduced Planck
constant, and PF2
spin is the spin polarization of the F2 layer)
is
the
out-of-plane
component of F2 magnetization,
and pF2
z
and j is the linear part of confinement stiffness. These terms
are functions of the external perpendicular field and current
(for more details, see Appendix in Ref. 20). In a recent
work,13 we established that sustained vortex oscillations are
possible only if the spin transfer torque is opposed to the
damping that corresponds to J F2 ppF2
z > 0. In this case, the
spin polarized current acts as anti-damping term. Else the
spin polarized current has an extra-damping effect that overdamps of the system.
In the case of the hybrid SV-MTJ stack, the PSP layer is
designed in order to be the spin polarizing layer at zero field.
However, when a perpendicular field is applied, the SAF
magnetization is tilted out-of-plane and also acts as an effective spin polarizing layer in the excitation or damping of the
vortex free layer magnetization.13 Consequently, these two
distinct layers generate spin polarized current. In this study,
as the thickness of the free layer is larger than its spin diffusion length, the spin polarization from the PSP and the SAF
are assumed to be independent. Thus, the hybrid SV-MTJ
stack is considered in the following as a superposition of two
STNOs. The current density used for the measurements,
Jdc ¼ Idc/pR2, is defined positive for electrons flowing from
the SAF to the PSP. Compared to the previous discussion
with a single F1/NM/F2 stack, the conditions of oscillations
become different for the spin valve and for the MTJ. Indeed,
from the spin valve point of view, JPSP ¼ Jdc and from the
MTJ point of view, JSAF ¼ Jdc. Thus, the spin transfer torque from the PSP is opposed to the damping if Jdc ppPSP
>0
z
whereas the spin transfer torque from the SAF is opposed to
< 0. In particular, the out-of-plane
the damping if Jdc ppSAF
z
component of the SAF top layer magnetization is along the
¼ Hperp =4pMsSAF (with MsSAF
external field direction as pSAF
z

is the saturation magnetization of the SAF), and the PSP is
¼ 61. Knowing the
fully saturated out-of-plane with pPSP
z
switching field of the PSP magnetization pPSP
z , of the vortex
core polarity p and the orientation of the SAF magnetization
pSAF
z , we obtain different conditions where the PSP and/or
SAF induced spin polarized current act as an anti-damping
or an extra-damping torque for the vortex gyrotropic motion.
The action of each spin polarizing layer on the vortex sustained dynamics is schematized in the sketches in Fig. 3: 丣
when the STT sustained dynamics is favored and  when
the system is overdamped. Considering the rf measurements
presented before in Fig. 2 (corresponding to the blue case in
Fig. 3), one can see that for large negative fields the spin
polarized current due to the SAF top layer acts as an extradamping term, opposed to the anti-damping effect due to the
spin transfer force generated by the PSP layer. Thus, from
500 mT up to 21 mT, we are not able to detect a large rf
peak associated large amplitude oscillations, but instead
observe multiple FMR modes, due to the extra-damping
effect from the SAF layers. By sweeping the field to 0 mT,
the out-of-plane component of the SAF magnetization
decreases and so does the SAF extra-damping spin polarized
current, whereas the anti-damping spin polarized current
coming from the PSP layer remains the same: above a critical field (l0Hc ¼ 21 mT), large amplitude vortex core oscillations are induced. For l0Hperp > 0 mT, as long as the PSP
is not switched, both the PSP and the SAF torques act as
anti-damping terms, resulting in an increase of the radius of
vortex oscillations and thus to a larger emitted power (see
Fig. 2(c)). At l0Hperp ¼ 15 mT, because the magnetization of
the PSP layer switches, the spin transfer torque coming from
the PSP changes its sign and becomes an extra-damping
term whereas the anti-damping spin transfer torque coming
from the SAF is, in this small field range, too small to counterbalance the effect of the PSP. As a consequence, the vortex oscillations are over damped and the emitted signal is
turned-off. Note that in this configuration, large amplitude
oscillations are expected for a negative current. However, we
were not able to reach this regime in the measurements
because of the non-symmetric behavior of the MTJ for which
a negative current with the same amplitude leads to damage
the junction quality.
Considering the different forces acting on the vortex
core in the hybrid SV-MTJ device, the condition to obtain
sustained oscillations given by Eq. (1) in the case of a single
spin polarizing layer, becomes


D
SAF Hperp
> j;

f
Jdc p f0PSP pPSP
z
0
SAF
4pMs
G

(2)

with these terms depending on Hperp and Jdc as already mentioned above. Thus, we solve Eq. (2) to find the region for
which the oscillations are sustained. In Fig. 4, we plot in
color the critical conditions (l0Hperp, Idc) for sustained oscillations for the case where PSP and the vortex core are point¼ p ¼ 1), for a SAF spin polarization
ing downward (pPSP
z
¼
0:26
and
for different values of the PSP spin
of PSAF
spin
polarization PPSP
.
spin
Comparing to the experiments presented in Fig. 2 where
Idc ¼ 15 mA (see dotted line in Fig. 4), we can estimate the
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1

FIG. 4. Conditions of current Idc and field Hperp for sustained oscillations
(colored region) for the vortex core and the PSP pointing downwards for
PSP
PSAF
spin ¼ 0:26 and different values of Pspin . The dotted line corresponds to
15 mA. The striped area is a nonrealistic region because of the nonstable
downward PSP magnetization.

ratio of the SAF and PSP spin polarization from the critical
field l0Hc. If the critical field for oscillations corresponds to
the measured field l0Hc ¼ 21 mT at which large amplitude
oscillations appear, it corresponds to a spin polarization of
PSP
SAF
the PSP being 3=4 PSAF
spin < Pspin < 5=8 Pspin .
In conclusion, we demonstrate that spin transfer induced
vortex oscillations with a perpendicular spin polarizer lead
to large amplitude oscillations at relatively low critical current and in absence of external magnetic field. The geometry
we have designed allows the excitation of vortex core oscillations, and yields its best microwave features, without any
external magnetic field. A maximum emitted power of
0.6 lW and a linewidth of 590 kHz have been obtained at
zero field and room temperature. Despite the complexity of
our vortex based hybrid SV-MTJ systems, we succeed to
provide a complete description of the evolution of the different contributions of the spin transfer forces as a function of
field, that helps to optimized the rf emitted signal. Finally,
we believe that the rf characteristics of these vortex based
hybrid SV-MTJs represents a real breakthrough towards the
actual implementation of such spintronics devices in future
telecommunications systems.
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